Apollo Duoset
Include:
Aluminium frame
Reversible seat unit
Boot cover
Carrycot

Highlights:
Stroller inclusive carrycot
Compatible with i-Size baby car seat iPro Baby and i-Size iPro Base (iPro Baby Set)
Extra small and fast folding with one hand
Exclusive and durable fabrics
Ball-bearing comfort wheels
Light and reversible sports seat
Productimages:
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A modern and large sports stroller which is delivered with the matching carrycot and
which can be combined with the i-Size iPro baby car seat. Apollo is the ideal city
companion on ball bearing wheels that loves to change direction. And with its soft fabrics,
everybody will love it! Thanks to its extra small folding size, it is also the perfect travel
companion.
Driving fun from the start. Apollo is particularly wide and thanks to the extremely large
seating and lying surface, even older children will profit from optimum freedom of
movement of head and legs. The high-quality ball bearing and puncture-resistant wheels
are easy-running and promise true driving fun from the very beginning! The front wheels
are larger than the rear wheels guaranteeing smooth driving. They are also swiveling and
lockable making Apollo particularly agile. In addition, the reflectors will bring you home
safely when dark. And what's more: Apollo and sports seat can be easily folded down
compactly with One-Hand-Fold making its transport even easier.
Comfy Apollo carrycot. In combination with the carrycot, Apollo can be used right from the
birth of your little one. It is easy to fix on the Apollo chassis and its soft mattress and
high-quality padding will give your little treasure a feeling of safety right from the start.
Two directions - both comfortable. The sports seat is particularly light and therefore easy
to reverse. This way, your little one can choose between looking at you or at its
surroundings. The high-quality fabrics are soft and comfy, but nevertheless very durable.
The backrest can reach the lying position by using one hand only and the footrest can be
pushed upwards. And when the canopy is pulled forward, it offers maximum protection
against sun, wind and rain. The set also includes a footmuff that offers additional
protection. The push handle is height-adjsutable and can be therefore adjusted
individually to mum and dad. And what's most important: 5-point belt and front bumper
guarantee your little offspring's safety at all times, while the parking brake offers stability
during your stops.
Mix & Match. CLEVER COMBINATIONS with i-Size iPro Baby or iPro Baby Set.
iPro Baby - BABY CAR SEAT. For your newborn, we recommend the separately
available iPro Baby which has been tested according to the most recent i-Size norm and
which can be used much longer than any traditional baby car seat. Combining iPro Baby
with the Apollo chassis results in an agile Shop'n Drive System that allows you to go for a
stroll even in small shops. And in your car, it offers maximum safety thanks to its modular
side-impact protection system.
iPro BASE. When using iPro Baby in your car, we recommend the iPro Base as
complement. Alternatively, it is also available as iPro Baby Set, consisting of the iPro
Baby car seat and iPro Base. And what's more: the base is also usable for the iPro Kids
car seat.
Maxi Cosi Adapter. Those who have a Maxi Cosi baby car seat can fix it on the Apollo
chassis by using the separately available adapters (Maxi Cosi Adapter - Apollo).
Up to 25 kg. You can now use the Apollo stroller for a very long period, because it carries
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up to 25 kg. This means we are voluntarily satisfying requirements over and above legal
standards.
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Colorvariants
400098 Caviar/caviar

400104 Denim/denim

400111 Lunar/lunar

Recommended age range
Maximum load

EN 1888-2:2018 Kinderwagen 22 Kg
max. 22 kg
max. 48 month
WARNING â€“ This product is not suitable for running or skating.

Product Videos
iPro-Series.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yh_zogOwNhc
Apollo-Duo-Set_ID3088_v03.mp4
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sTF9Tn25Vrk
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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